ABSTRACT: Cutting-edge research in the band engineering of nanowires at the ultimate fine scale is related to the minimum scale of nanowire-based devices. The fundamental issue at the subnanometer scale is whether angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) can be used to directly measure the momentum-resolved electronic structure of a single wire because of the difficulty associated with assembling single wire into an ordered array for such measurements. Here, we demonstrated that the one-dimensional (1D) confinement of electrons, which are transferred from external dopants, within a single subnanometer-scale wire (subnanowire) could be directly measured using ARPES. Convincing evidence of 1D electron confinement was obtained using two different gold subnanowires with characteristic single metallic bands that were alternately and spontaneously ordered on a stepped silicon template, Si(553). Noble metal atoms were adsorbed at room temperature onto the gold subnanowires while the overall structure of the wires was maintained. Only one type of gold subnanowire could be controlled using external noble metal dopants without transforming the metallic band of the other type of gold subnanowires. This result was confirmed by scanning tunnelling microscopy experiments and first-principles calculations. The selective control clearly showed that externally doped electrons could be confined within a single gold subnanowire. This experimental evidence was used to further investigate the effects of the disorder induced by external dopants on a single subnanowire using ARPES.
B
and engineering is the primary means of imposing desired electronic properties on single nanowires in fundamental research and applications. 1−6 At the subnanometer scale, a single wire resembles a one-dimensional (1D) system, whereas the use of external dopants in band engineering requires a different regime from wires with nanometer-scale widths. For example, the external dopants themselves can produce strong disorder in a single subnanowire, as described by Anderson localization. 7−9 Furthermore, the motion of electrons along only one pathway may further enhance this disorder, as is known to occur in Luttinger liquids. 10, 11 The strong disorder induced by external dopants tends to break single pristine subnanowires; however, the use of external dopants is essential for band engineering. Exotic phenomena associated with 1D band engineering at the subnanometer scale have been studied experimentally by measuring momentum-integrated (k-integrated) electronic structures using field-effect transistors or by k-integrated tunnelling spectroscopy. 5, 6 However, while the use of angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) is critical for measuring the k-resolved electronic structures of single subnanowires, experimental limitations are encountered by using this technique for single subnanowires. For subnanometer layers such as graphene, ARPES can be used to both identify a single subnanometer layer and measure its kresolved electronic structure. 12, 13 However, ARPES cannot be used to examine a single subnanowire because the photon beam cannot be focused down to the subnanometer scale; thus, identical subnanowires must be regularly aligned along a specific direction on a surface (Figures 1a,b) . Single subnanowires that do not exhibit atomic coupling between the wires, such as carbon nanotubes, cannot be aligned regularly on a surface; thus, subnanowires that exhibit atomic coupling, such as self-assembled subnanowires on a surface, are more suitable for this study. Subnanowires with atomic coupling can be aligned on a surface, but the electronic coupling between these wires presents its own challenge. Thus, it is not obvious whether electronic structural changes occur only within a single subnanowire or if the electronic coupling also affects the neighboring subnanowires (see Figure S1 , Supporting Information).
To resolve these issues, subnanowires must be regularly aligned by atomic coupling. In addition, the electronic coupling must be significantly weaker than the atomic coupling. Selfassembled gold subnanowires on a Si(553) surface, which is a vicinal Si(111) surface, were used in this study.
14−21 Two different types of metallic gold subnanowires were located on a single terrace and were regularly and alternately aligned across the step edge direction. Each gold subnanowire produced a characteristic single metallic energy band. 18 The ARPES measurements for these metallic energy bands were used to identify the two gold subnanowires (see Figure 1b−d) . When only one type of metallic subnanowire was aligned (see Figure  S1 , Supporting Information), ARPES could not be used to clearly determine whether the externally doped electrons were transferred across wires (see Figure S1b , Supporting Information) or confined within a single subnanowire (see Figure S1c , Supporting Information). Direct observations by ARPES measurements (see Figure 1e −g) showed that adsorbing extra noble metal atoms onto self-assembled gold subnanowires at room temperature (RT) shifted only one of the two metallic energy bands to a higher binding energy, which left the other metallic energy band unchanged. This result clearly demonstrates that only one type of metallic gold subnanowire could be selectively controlled by the use of external dopants. When a strong electronic coupling between the two types of metallic gold subnanowires exists (see Figure  1c) , the two metallic energy bands are expected to shift simultaneously. Therefore, the ARPES measurements showed that the two different types of gold subnanowires were electronically decoupled at RT, despite being atomically coupled. This suggests that the ARPES measurement of a single subnanowire can be realized by the spontaneous assembly of multiple types of subnanowires with different atomic and electronic coupling strengths.
The highly anisotropic structures of vicinal Si(111) surfaces have been used as templates in the self-assembly of subnanowires. Among these vicinal Si(111) surfaces, Si(553) and Si(557) surfaces have primarily been used to investigate exotic 1D phenomena in self-assembled subnanowires. 14−27 In this study, self-assembled gold subnanowires on a Si(553) surface were used as a pristine system, where the Si(553) surface exhibited a miscut crystallographic angle of 12.5°t oward [11−2] from the [111] orientation.
14−21 Mariusz Krawiec et al. 18 developed an updated atomic structure model in which the gold-covered Si(553) surface is composed of two types of gold subnanowires. They coexist within a single terrace with a width of 1.48 nm and are aligned alternately across the step edge direction (see Figure S2 , Supporting Information). Each gold subnanowire has a characteristic single metallic energy band. 18 The metallic energy band of one of the two gold subnanowires (S 1 in Figure 1e ) is nearly half filled, whereas the metallic energy band of the other gold subnanowire (S 2 in Figure 1e ) is nearly quarter-filled.
14−16 The S 1 energy band is split by the spin−orbit coupling of the hybridized gold−silicon orbitals (S 1 ′,S 1 ). 22, 23 This electronic structure makes these two types of gold subnanowires highly appropriate for this study. Note that the prediction of coexistence between two different gold subnanowires in a single terrace will not change with subsequent modifications to the updated atomic structure model because the gold coverage has been experimentally confirmed.
Extra gold atoms were introduced as external dopants at RT to control the electronic band structures of the subnanowires. Increasing the amount of extra gold atoms shifted the metallic S 2 energy band to a higher binding energy, whereas the metallic S 1 energy band was robust to the change (see Figure 1e −g). The changes in the energy bands clearly showed that the extra gold atoms acted as external electron dopants and that the electrons transferred from the gold dopants were delocalized in only one type of gold subnanowire. More precisely, the changes in the energy bands showed that the externally doped electrons were confined within a single gold subnanowire (see Figure  1d ). This selective control of multiple metallic (or dispersive) energy bands is very unique. For example, external sodium dopants have been used to simultaneously shift the three metallic energy bands of indium subnanowires on a Si(111) surface, and external silicon dopants have been used to simultaneously shift the two metallic energy bands of gold subnanowires on a Si(111) surface. 28, 29 To determine whether the extra gold atoms induced 1D delocalization within a single gold subnanowire, silver atoms were introduced in the place of the extra gold atoms on the pristine gold subnanowires at RT (see Figure S3 , Supporting Information). The change in the electronic structure induced by the silver atoms was very similar to that induced by the extra gold atoms. This result showed that the 1D delocalization within a single gold subnanowire was not specific to the extra gold atoms.
The ARPES experiments directly showed that the extra gold dopants induced a shift in the metallic S 2 energy band within a single gold subnanowire. These concrete experimental results for the k-resolved electronic structure motivated further studies on the effects of disorder on 1D electron delocalization within a single subnanowire: these effects are important in 1D band engineering applications at the ultimate nanoscale level and in fundamental research such as that on disordered Luttinger liquids. To investigate the effects of disorder on the electronic structure induced by extra gold atoms in detail, the momentum distribution curves (MDCs) and energy distribution curves (EDCs) of the gold subnanowires were measured using increasing amounts of extra gold atoms (see Figure 2a−c) . The three Fermi momentums (k F ′s) of the MDC arose from the spin−orbit-split S 1 ′, S 1 , and S 2 energy bands located at −1.27, −1.238, and −1.046 Å −1 , respectively. Increasing the amount of extra gold atoms gradually moved the k F of the S 2 energy band toward a higher momentum until there is 0.048 monolayer (ML) of extra gold coverage. Above 0.048 MLs of extra gold coverage, the k F of the S 2 energy band saturated at −1.104 Å −1 , whereas the k F of the S 1 energy band was maintained regardless of the amount of the extra gold atoms. Figure 2 , panel d shows the changes in the electron filling of the S 1 and S 2 energy bands, as determined from the k F values, for which the electron filling of the S 2 energy band increased from 0.276−0.347, whereas the electron filling of the S 1 energy band remained at 0.51. The EDC at each k F of the S 2 energy band was generated to determine its metallic properties as a function of the amount of extra gold atoms (see Figure 2c ). The S 2 energy band was metallic before the k F saturated for the S 2 energy band (see Figure 2e) . Above the critical amount of extra gold coverage at which the k F saturated, a finite density of states at E F remained; however, a very small energy gap, known as the pseudoenergy gap, began to open (see Figure 2e ). This result showed that there was a limit to the external electron doping by the extra gold atoms. Thus, the extra gold atoms did not act as external electron donors above this critical doping level; instead, they disrupted the intrinsic electronic structure of the pristine gold subnanowires. The extra gold atoms inevitably induced local disorder, even though the overall atomic structure was maintained. The degree of disorder introduced by the extra gold atoms was determined from the full width at halfmaximum (FWHM) of the MDC peak, which was inversely proportional to the coherence length along the subnanowire.
The relationship between the FWHM and the coherence length of the S 2 energy band is shown in Figure 2 , panel f. Here, we note that the FWHM of the MDC peak can be further broadened by other effects so that the calculated coherent length in Figure 2 , panel f can be smaller than an intrinsic coherence length. First, the spectrometer has a limited momentum resolution. Second, the S 2 energy band also could be spin-split, although the splitting was not resolved in ARPES experiments because the FWHM of the S 2 energy band is twice that of the spin-split S 1 and S 1 ′ energy bands, as reported in another ARPES experiment.
14 Third, intrinsic defects on the pristine gold-covered Si(553) surface have an influence on subnanowires up to 20 nm depending on types of defects and temperature. 30 The FWHM of the S 2 energy band increased, and the coherence length decreased as the amount of extra gold atoms increased. The change in the FWHM values showed that disorder accumulated continuously along the subnanowire as the amount of extra gold atoms increased. When silver atoms were used instead of extra gold atoms, very similar changes in the MDCs and EDCs were observed (see Figure S3 , Supporting Information). Disorder can significantly affect transitions in a 1D electron system, as observed in Anderson localization and Luttinger liquids. 7−11 Disorder tends to localize electrons in a 1D system: above a critical disorder, this localization can induce a 1D metal−insulator transition. The ARPES measurements showed that external dopants could be used to dope a single subnanowire up to a critical disorder and that the amount of induced disorder could be used to control the 1D metal−insulator transition.
Scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM) images were obtained (see Figure 3 ) with increasing amounts of extra gold atoms to better understand the process of selective band engineering. Figure 3 , panel a shows an STM image of pristine gold subnanowires on the Si(553) surface. The updated atomic structure model was used to demarcate the STM image with white lines originating from the Si step edge structure: these white lines defined the terraces within which the two gold subnanowires were located. 18 After adsorption of 0.004 ML of extra gold atoms, double protrusions were observed on the Si step edge structure (see Figure 3b−d) . The size of a single protrusion was 0.73 nm (Figure 3f) , which was comparable to the size of a single gold atom. 31, 32 The number of identical protrusions increased with the amount of extra gold atoms. At a lower bias voltage (V s ) of −0.5 V, modulations with a period of 2a 0 were observed on the terrace, where a 0 denotes the unit atomic distance along the wire; these modulations were not clearly observable at a higher V s value of −1.0 V (see Figure  3e ,f). The 2a 0 modulations were rarely found on the pristine gold subnanowires at RT but were observed more frequently as the amount of extra gold atoms increased. 30 Thus, the 2a 0 modulations suggest that extra gold atoms may also have been adsorbed on the terrace. 33 The reversible control of the 1D electron doping was also investigated (see Figure 4) . Annealing of the sample at 650°C following the adsorption of extra gold atoms at RT resulted in the complete recovery of the electronic band structure of the pristine gold subnanowires (see Figure 4d,f) . This result showed that a simple thermal treatment could be used to selectively remove the extra gold atoms from the gold subnanowires, thereby recovering the atomic structure of the pristine gold subnanowires. When the extra gold atoms were adsorbed again, the electronic band structure changed to an electron-doped structure. The reversible processes between the undoped and doped electronic structures were successfully repeated over several cycles. The reversible electronic structure control of the undoped and doped gold subnanowires was confirmed by the STM images (see Figure 4a , c, and e). After thermal annealing at 650°C, the protrusions in the STM image disappeared, and the atomic structure of the pristine gold subnanowires was recovered.
First-principles calculations were also used to investigate the underlying atomic structure of gold subnanowires covered by extra gold atoms. The atomic structure model for pristine gold subnanowires developed by Mariusz Krawiec et al. 18 is shown in Figure 5 , panel a and Figure S2 . First, the surface free energies were calculated for various possible adsorption sites, corresponding to an interatom distance of 2a 0 between the extra gold atoms (see Figure S4a −f, Supporting Information), as was observed in STM images. The lowest surface free energy was found for extra gold atoms adsorbed near the pristine gold subnanowire (see Figure S4d,k) . The second lowest surface free energy was found for extra gold atoms located at the end of the silicon step edge structure (see Figure S4a,k) , at the corner of the silicon step edge structure (see Figure S4b,k) , or on the silicon step edge structure (see Figure S4c,k) . The surface free energies increased (see Figure S4k) for interatom distances of a 0 between the extra gold atoms in the four models (see Figure   Figure 4 . |Reversible control between undoped and doped gold subnanowires: STM images and electronic band structures for (a, b) pristine undoped gold subnanowires, (c, d) electron-doped gold subnanowires after the extra gold deposition, and (e, f) undoped gold subnanowires recovered by thermal annealing at 650°C, respectively; the upper portions of panels b, d, and f show the MDCs of the ARPES intensity maps at E F . S4g−j). This result showed that the extra gold atoms were repulsive independent of the adsorption site, which was supported by the observation of extra gold atoms with an interatomic distance of 2a 0 . Simulated STM images of the various adsorption sites were also obtained (see Figures 5 and  S5) . Most of the features of the experimental STM images were reproduced in the simulated STM images when the extra gold atoms were located at the end of the silicon step edge structure (see Figure 5b) or near the pristine gold subnanowires (see Figure 5c ). The simulated STM images showed that the bright protrusions separated by 2a 0 (both at the silicon step edge and on the terrace) could be ascribed to the extra gold atoms. The surface free-energy calculations and the simulated STM images showed that extra gold atoms could be found both at the ends of the silicon step edge structures and near the pristine gold subnanowires. 33 The surface free-energy results also show that more extra gold atoms could be adsorbed near the pristine gold subnanowires relative to those at the end of the silicon step edge structures.
Electronic band structures were calculated for the gold subnanowires doped with extra gold atoms (see Figure 5) . The unfolded electronic band structures were calculated to compare with the experimental energy bands (see Figure 5e −h). The electronic band structure for the pristine gold subnanowires (shown in red in Figure 5e −h) was juxtaposed with those for the gold subnanowires doped with extra gold atoms (shown in gray in Figure 5f −h). Adsorbing extra gold atoms at the end of the silicon step edge structure did not shift the S 1 and S 2 energy bands (shown in gray in Figure 5f ) relative to the S 1 and S 2 energy bands of the pristine gold subnanowires (shown in red in Figure 5f ). In contrast, when extra gold atoms were adsorbed near the pristine gold subnanowires, only the S 2 energy band shifted toward the higher energy band by approximately 0.25 eV (see Figure 5g) , as was observed in the ARPES experiment. When extra gold atoms were adsorbed both at the end of the silicon step edge structures and near the pristine gold subnanowires, the electronic band structure was similar to that found when extra gold atoms were adsorbed only near the pristine gold subnanowires (see Figure 5h) . The predicted electronic band structures showed that the extra gold atoms at the end of the silicon step edge structure did not affect the S 1 and S 2 energy bands and that the selective control of the S 2 energy band could be ascribed to the extra gold atoms near the pristine gold subnanowires. The S 1 and S 2 energy bands originate from different gold subnanowires, based on the atomic structure model of Mariusz Krawiec et al., 18 as described above. The S 1 energy band originates from the Au 1 and Si 1 atoms, and the S 2 energy band comes from the Au 2 and Si 2 atoms (see Figure 5a) . When extra gold atoms were located near the Au 2 atom, which is the opposite side of the Au 1 atom, the selective electron doping was reproduced. The results suggest that, based on the atomic structure model, the extra gold atoms transfer electrons to the Au 2 atoms, but the transferred electrons are not further delocalized though the Au 1 atoms. The selective electron doping may be because of weak electronic interactions between the Au 1 and Au 2 atoms or the energetic instability of the S 1 energy band for electron doping, compared to the energetic stabilization of the S 2 energy band by electron doping, or thermodynamic effects at RT, as described in the following. In the ARPES experiment, 0.048 ML of extra gold atoms shifted the S 2 energy band by approximately 0.15 eV (see Figure 1g ). In the calculations, adsorbjtion of 0.1 ML of extra gold atoms near the pristine gold subnanowires shifted the S 2 energy band by approximately 0.25 eV, which was not significantly different from the ARPES results. The small difference between the predicted and experimental results may be attributed to RT thermodynamic effects, such as thermal fluctuations of the pristine subnanowires, the thermal reduction in the electronic and atomic coupling between the subnanowires, and the diffusion of extra gold atoms on the terrace, which cannot be completely accounted for in firstprinciples calculations performed at absolute zero temperature. 33, 34 Furthermore, the RT thermodynamic effects may results in much obvious selective control of the S 1 energy band compared to the theoretical calculations. On the other hand, the pristine gold-covered Si(553) surface was reported to undergo a metal−insulator transition at a low temperature, where the origin of the metal−insulator transition was suggested to be Peierls instability. 16, 35 At a low temperature, the gold subnanowire on the terrace and the silicon step edge structure show 2a 0 and 3a 0 modulations, respectively. In the concept of Peierls instability, the temperature-dependent metal−insulator transition is order−order. In contrast to the temperature-dependent metal−insulator transition, the metal− insulator transition induced by extra gold atoms at RT is order−disorder. The extra gold atoms do not show a longrange order. The randomly located extra gold atoms result in local 2a 0 modulations of gold subnanowires on the terrace but do not induce a 3a 0 modulation on the silicon step edge structures.
In summary, the k-resolved electronic structure associated with the 1D confinement of electrons was directly observed using ARPES experiments. The 1D confinement was observed using external electron doping to selectively control two characteristic metallic energy bands of gold subnanowires and was confirmed by first-principles calculations. The selective control was performed reversibly using repetitive cycles of adsorption of extra gold atoms at RT and thermal treatment. The k-resolved electronic structure was used to study the effects of disorder on 1D confinement and revealed a critical disorder that divided a 1D delocalization regime from a 1D localization regime along the wire. This interesting 1D electron confinement at widths on subnanometer scales can be extended to describe exotic 1D phenomena, such as 1D Anderson localization, Luttinger liquids, and disordered Luttinger liquids, using ARPES experiments.
Methods. Experiment. A Si(553) surface was cleaned by direct resistive heating. Gold subnanowires were grown by depositing gold on the Si surface, while the sample was maintained at 650°C, followed by annealing at 850°C. ARPES measurements were performed using a high-resolution electron analyzer (SIENTA R3000, Gamma Data) equipped with a highflux monochromator for He II radiation (hν = 40.2 eV). A commercial low-temperature STM (LT-STM, Omicron) was used to obtain the STM images. The ARPES spectra and the STM images were obtained at RT.
Theory. First-principles calculations using density functional theory were carried out using the Vienna ab Initio Simulation Package (VASP) code. 36 In these calculations, the potential between an electron and an ion was described using the projected augmented wave method. The exchange-correlation part of the electron−electron interactions was described using the generalized gradient approximation of Perdew et al.
37−39
Plane waves were used as the basis functions for the electronic wave functions with a kinetic energy cutoff of 250 eV. The calculations were performed using a slab geometry composed of three Si bilayers stacked along the [111] direction, the bottom layer of which was saturated by hydrogen atoms. The slab was separated by approximately 10 Å of vacuum. The total energy was minimized using quenched dynamics and quasi-Newtonian methods, with a criterion of force of 0.02 eV/Å. The STM images were simulated using the Tersoff and Hamann method. 40 The unfolded energy bands were calculated using H. J. Choi's method. 41 ■ ASSOCIATED CONTENT * S Supporting Information Schematic of angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy configuration, atomic structure model of the pristine gold subnanowires suggested by Mariusz Krawiec et al., selective band engineering of multiple metallic energy bands with silver atoms, atomic structure models of the gold subnanowires with extra gold atoms, and simulated STM images of the pristine gold subnanowires with extra gold atoms. This material is available free of charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.
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